Data from Global Cancer Statistics show that breast cancer (BC) is the most common type of cancer among women, leading the number of deaths caused by cancer. The developments in diagnosis and treatment techniques for the BC, including chemotherapy and/or radiotherapy, increased the survival rates for this type of cancer. One late complication induced by BC treatment is the cardiotoxicity. This term comprises different cardiotoxic side effects, which include blood pressure alterations, myocardial ischemia, congestive heart failure and other damages. This study aimed to evaluate the cardiac alterations induced by radiotherapy and chemotherapy, simulating a treatment for BC in Wistar rats. It is, therefore, important to understand the mechanisms involved in the cardiotoxicity, in order to prevent women from this late effect, when they undergo BC treatments. The major interests in this work are in Low atomic weight elements as Sodium, because it is strongly related to cardiomyocyte contraction; Magnesium, because it is important in the cardiac metabolism; and Iron, because BC treatment induced cardiotoxicity can be associated to the oxidative stress. Changes that occur in unhealthy tissues in case to cardiovascular damages can be better understood when elemental compounds and structures of healthy tissues are known. Low Energy X-ray Fluorescence (LEXRF) technique was used to obtain elemental maps of low Z-elements providing a semi-quantitative analysis of the tissues evaluated under different conditions. Through the technique LEXRF we obtained elemental and absorption maps. The results showed more damages when associating chemotherapy and radiotherapy in comparison to myocardium healthy. Those images taken together with light microscopy, X-ray absorption and phase How to cite this paper: Mantuano, A., Barroso, R.C., Nogueira, L.P., Colaço, M.V., Mota, C.L., Pickler, A., Braz, D., Salata, C., Ferreira-Machado, S., de Almeida, C.E. and 
Introduction
Soft X-rays can provide better contrast in absorption imaging than hard X-rays as a result of the high absorption cross sections of C, N and O Kα shells, the main organic matter constituents, in the soft X-ray regime [1] .
A combination of compositional and morphological information can be used to make a semiquantitative investigation able to identify reliable marker elements and to better understand some aspects of healthy tissues and tissues treated with chemotherapy and/or radiotherapy [2] [3] .
Several studies about cellular organization and caracterization are reported in literature. Le Gros, M.A., et al., 2012 [4] used soft X-ray tomography to visualize cells in three dimensions, obtaining remarkable images. However this technique does not allow identifying the elemental distribution. X-ray fluorescence microprobe, X-ray Fluorescence Microscopy and Dynamic Contrast-enhanced MR Imaging, are used to establish elemental concentrations for a large number of different chemical elements simultaneously in different locations in cell and tissue samples [5] . Those techniques provide trace element sensitivity using hard Xrays, an opportunity to image whole cells and quantify high-Z elements on a per cell basis.
SR-μXRF (Synchrotron Radiation Micro X-Ray Fluorescence) maps are shown in the literature to investigate the elemental composition of different areas in the heart and other tissues. Lis, G. J., et al., 2014 [6] verified the distribution of calcium, phosphorus, strontium and zinc in calcified human aortic valves to prove topographical localization and colocalization of the examined elements by SR-μXRF; Liang F., et al., 2010 [7] observed toxicological traces of injuries of rat's hippocampus by SR-μXRF and elemental mapping. Tatjana P., et al., 2006 [3] analyzed Cl, K, Ca, Ti, Mn, Fe, Cu, and Zn to observe changes that occur, for example, due to pathogenic diseases including cancer growth, and metals and metal chelators that represent an increasingly important class of drugs used to treat a diverse variety of diseases.
The highlight point in this work is the use of LEXRF that is a very specific and unique technique that allows mapping low-Z elements [8] [9] . These analyses have not been done yet on for cardiac tissues. To analyze a tissue that suffers any Cardiovascular disease (CVD), it is important to know how low-Z elements of fundamental importance behave. CVD continues to be one of the main causes of death in the western world. A high burden of this disease and the high costs for the healthcare systems claim for novel therapeutic strategies besides current conventional medical care. The 2013 Global Burden of Disease Study estimated that almost 30% of all deaths worldwide were caused by CVD [10] [11] . In 2012, in Europe, 46% of CVD deaths were from coronary heart disease (CHD) and 26% were from stroke [12] .
The CVD is not only associated to genetics and life quality of the patients, it can also be associated to some cancer treatments like radiotherapy and chemotherapy, but its effects depend on the agent used, on the patients age, and on previous history of cardiovascular diseases [13] [14] . Additionally, as cancer patients live longer, their risk of developing secondary cardiovascular events increases. The rapid development of novel cancer therapies will continue to generate questions of cardiac risk and cardiac protection in cancer patients over time [15] [16] .
The determination of the distribution and chemical state of elemental constituents in biological systems at sub-cellular level down to trace level concentrations is becoming more and more important for getting new insights about the complex functions of elements in the tissue or the cell [8] . In this way, the study of low atomic weight elements distribution and its control image can help to understand a health tissue, their main elements, and consequently comprehend the mechanisms associated to any CVD due to structural changes in the cell, as they are of fundamental importance for metabolism in healthy biological systems.
Cardiac tissue is widely studied but little is known about the elements that become alternated with cardiac damage. It has already been used to characterize alterations associated to heart failure and apoptosis in CVD [17] [18] .
It's well-known that different forms related to cardio toxicity caused by chemotherapeutic agents, including cellular damage caused by free radical formation, and induction of immunogenic reactions in the heart. The chemotherapy regimen choice depends on tumor stage, and also on the patient's clinical condition. One of the schemes used for BC treatment is the association of taxanes and cyclophosphamide, known as TC regimen. Taxanes such as docetaxel have been widely incorporated into the chemotherapy options for early stage BC treatment. The taxanes mechanism of action is the inhibition of cell division by interrupting the function of microtubules, but their use is also related to cardio toxicity, and the exact way this occurs is still unknown. Alkylating agents such as cyclophosphamide, act directly in the alkylation of the DNA molecule. The precise mechanisms of cyclophosphamide-induced cardiotoxicity are also unknown. One hypothesis is that cyclophosphamide causes direct damage to the endothelium followed by extravasations of toxic metabolites, resulting in damage to the cardiomyocytes, hemorrhage and edema [19] . Regarding radiotherapy treatment for BC using photons, it is known that the radiation-induced heart disease (RIHD) is a late effect caused by radiation in the thoracic region, when all or part of the heart is in the radiation field. Among the manifestations of RIHD are valvulopahy, pericarditis and myocardial fibrosis [20] . It is, therefore, important to understand the mechanisms involved in the cardio toxicity, in order to prevent women from this late effect, when they un-dergo BC treatments. When some structures of the tissue are damaged due to any drug or treatment, some elemental compounds can be modified.
This study is focused on the evaluation of low atomic weight elements' distribution to comprehend those mechanisms. The elements of major interest are: i) Iron (Fe), since BC treatment can induce decrease of capillary density at the tissue; ii) Magnesium (Mg), because it is important in the cardiac metabolism and iii) Sodium (Na) that it is important for muscular contraction [21] [22] .
This work aims to evaluate changes in low-Z elements present in cardiac tissue sections of healthy Wistar rats to construct control images. These images using Low Energy X-Ray Fluorescence (LEXRF) were then used to compare tissues that suffered damage from chemotherapy and/or radiotherapy treatments.
Materials and Methods

Animals
Wistar rats (n = 15), 3 months old, were obtained from the Radiological Sciences Laboratory of State University of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, and divided randomly into G0 control group; a G2 group receiving chemotherapy + irradiation (TC + IR), and a G3 group that received only irradiation (IR). The animals were kept in an appropriate environment on a 12 h light/dark cycle with free access to food and water, maintained under standard animal facility condition. Five animals were irradiated using a Varian Clinac linear accelerator, with a 6 MV X-ray and dose rate of 240 cGy/min at the Clementino Fraga Filho University Hospital (HUCFF), Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. The irradiation on the heart area was performed in a single dose of 20 Gy, and a field of 4 cm 2 . Chemotherapy was administered in 4 cycles in other five Wistar rats, with one week interval between them. The rats were euthanized 5 months after the end of treatments, (intraperitoneal ketamine/xylazine, 0.1 mg/kg), sacrificed and their left ventricles were collected. The local committee for animal experimentation at the State University of Rio de Janeiro approved the experimental protocols (No. CEA/010/2012).
Sample Preparation to Low-Energy X-Ray Fluorescence (LEXRF)
The left ventricle (LV) fragments were placed in a freshly prepared formaldehyde (4% w/v) in 0.1 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.2, for 48 h at room temperature, processed and then embedded in Paraplast plus (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA). Four LV fragments were included for each animal 5 μm thick sections were obtained with an ultramicrotome and put on Ultralene film.
Instrumentation of Low-Energy X-Ray Fluorescence (LEXRF)
The experiment of LEXRF was performed at the TwinMic beamline [23] (Elettra Sincrotrone Trieste, Trieste, Italy), working in the 0.40 -2.2 keV energy range, allowing detection of the elements from boron to phosphorus and the L lines of some transition metals with submicron spatial resolution [24] .
The beamline experimental station allows high resolution X-ray microscopy imaging coupled with low energy X-ray fluorescence (LEXRF) and, under specific condition, micro-XANES spectroscopies as well. For the current experiment TwinMic was operated in scanning mode, where the sample is raster scanned across a microprobe delivered by a zone plate diffractive optics. The transmitted X-rays provide absorption and differential phase contrast images constructed by the transmitted photons collected by using a fast readout CCD camera or a photodiode. The X-ray fluorescence photon emission, which provides elemental images and LEXRF microspot spectra, can be simultaneously detected by 8 silicon drift detectors (SDDs) with an active area of 30 mm 2 and FWHM of 135 eV at 5.9 keV [24] [25]. The SDD axes are at 20 degrees in respect to the specimen surface n an annular configuration, and are around 28 mm distance from the focal point of the zone plate optics. The zone plate is objective lens with a resolution of 20 -30 nm. Figure 1 shows schematically the Twinmic STXM-LEXRF setup. Heart tissue sections that were mounted on Ultralene foil fixed in teflon support were carefully examined with light microscope to select regions of interest (ROIs) with a 1.4 keV of effective energy. LEXRF images were acquired with a 1.4 keV of incident energy and with 25 seconds of exposure time per pixel with a field of view of at least 1600 μm 2 and spatial resolution of 1 μm.
For the present experiment the beam diameter, delivered by a 600 μm diameter and 50 nm outermost zone ZP, was about 1.2 μm. At each step the fluorescence radiation intensity was measured by the eight SDDs of the LEXRF setup. The X-ray fluorescence spectra were analyzed by PyMCA software [26] , the maps were fitted and the X-rays intensities corrected by Compotn and Rayleigh intensity. Simultaneously, the transmitted intensity was measured by a fast-readout electron-multiplying low-noise chargecoupled device detector (FR-CCD) through an X-ray-visible light converting system ( Figure 1) .
Zone plate, sample, and SDDs were in vacuum, thus avoiding any absorption and scattering by air [8] [24] [27] . 
Results
Images of light microscopy and LEXRF images were obtained for each group. All the images were analyzed, and typical images are showed in this section. The LEXRF images were obtained for all the elements present in the sample and excited by 1.4 keV X-ray photons. The tissue sections were exanimate by light microscopy to choose the best regions of interest to obtain the XRF maps. Typical spectra from the eight detectors are as shown in Figure 3 . Each spectrum with different color represents one detector.
The spectra were analyzed by PyMCA. We used the sum spectra of the eight detectors to construct the first map, from this map we choose some pixels to do the fit and obtain the calibration spectrum. Figure 4 shows an example for a sum spectrum showing relative intensities of C, O, Na, Mg and Compton peak in one spot of the map from G0 sample. This fit and calibration was done for each group. major importance in the tissue physiology. Figure 5 , Figure 6 and Figure 7 (d) and Figure 7 (e) show absorption and phase contrast images, also in 1600 µm 2 , respectively, corresponding to the analysed areas. All maps were fitted and analysed first with Pymca, normalized by the acquisition time and the scattering intensities to correct the effect of coherent and incoherent scattering. Afterwards they were ploted with Image J program to obtain the scale bars and color. They provide a semiquantitative result, correlating the intensities to concentrations. All intensities were analyzed by ANOVA test and post test Tukey with a significative value of P < 0.05.
The contrast in the absorption images is due to changes in density/thickness in the sample, highlighting the most absorbing regions, while the phase contrast images mainly reveal the tissue structure The control images can be compared with the tissues that suffer damages. The results in the Figure 8 show that Na and Mg have an inverse behavior for G2 and G3 groups in comparison to G0. In G2 and G3 groups, Na intensity decreases significantly while Mg intensity increases with a significance of p < 0.001. This can be better observed on their average values. For Na, in G2, the intensity (13.96 × 10 2 ± 0.91 × 10 2 ) decrease was higher than for G3 group (16.18 × 10 2 ± 0.34 × 10 2 ) in comparison to control group G0 (24.44 × 10 2 ± 1.14 × 10 2 ). This can be caused by the chemotherapy agents and must be considered after the breast cancer treatment (p < 0.0001). 
Discussion
The main purpose of the present study was to use two different image techniques to better characterize the LV cardiac tissue, elementary and morphologically, using an animal model with Wistar Rats. Basically, Low-Energy X-ray fluorescence (LEXRF) that allowed transmitted X-rays providing absorption and phase contrast images, were used to compare healthy cardiac tissues and cardiac tissues after chemotherapy and/or radiotherapy. The X-ray fluorescence technique was used to obtain distribution maps of important light elements for both healthy and cardiac damaged tissues. The maps were obtained for different elements, but we chose three elements of great importance for the cardiac health: Na, Mg and Fe. By determining the elemental distribution in healthy tissue, we can evaluate the possible damages and relate them to structural changes [28] [29] [30] [31] . Elemental maps can be correlated to the absorption and phase contrast images that provide information on specimen morphology, in order to identify the elemental changes that cause any structural damage. The perfect functioning of the heart depends on the cardiomyocytes contraction, which directly depends on sodium. Severe damage to heart, such as ischemia-myocardial infarction, has been associated with apoptosis of cardiomyocyte. Myocardial ischemia, changes cell metabolism to anaerobic respiration, resulting in intracellular sodium overload [32] . The changes we observed on Na intensity can be better observed in the maximum values in the nuclei area.
Mitochondria are the major source of energy in cardiac muscle tissue. These organelles generate ATP from metabolites through oxidative phosphorylation. Degradation in mitochondrial structure was correlated with substantial and persistent elevation in resting cytosolic sodium levels [33] . The LEXRF images show that sodium is more concentrated in the nucleus of the cardiomyocytes. Previous studies observed that the physiological stretch of the cardiac muscle increases the concentration of sodium and calcium in the nucleus of the cardiac cells using the technique electron probe microanalysis (EPMA) [34] .
The choice of Magnesium was based on its essential physiological and biochemical importance in cellular processes, on the regulation of the cardiovascular function. Mg plays a critical role in modulating vascular smooth muscle tone, endothelial cell function, and myocardial excitability and is thus central to the etiopathology of several cardiovascular disorders, including hypertension, atherosclerosis, coronary artery disease, congestive heart failure, and cardiac arrhythmias [35] . The XRF maps of Mg shows a distribution similar to Na: both of them are almost not present in the cytoplasm.
Previous studies using chemical analysis and hormonal simulation showed that within cells, magnesium is compartmentalized in the nuclei, mitochondria, and endo/ sarcoplasmic reticulum. Within these compartments, magnesium binds to chromatin and nucleic acid, matrix adeninephosphonucleotides and intermembrane proteins, and ribonuclear proteins and phospholipids, respectively [36] [37] . In the heart, it is certainly recognized that hypomagnesemia is associated with a variety of arrhythmias in clinical and experimental studies [38] . Myocardium, reduced Mg levels could represent a common link between these adverse cardiovascular events. Several recent studies also demonstrated an association of low serum Mg level and increased risk of atrial fibrillation and sudden cardiac death using a mathematical model of a cardiac ventricular myocyte [39] [40] .
In this study we found an increased intensity of Mg, both in nuclei and cytoplasm, after radiotherapy and/or chemotherapy administration. It seems to be contradictory, based on the fact that lower levels of Mg were associated to cardio toxicity. Nevertheless previous studies about the doxorubicin cardiotoxic effects also reported an increase of Mg levels after chemotherapy administration [41] [42] . Doxorubicin a widely chemo-therapeutic agent, used for BC, and other types of cancer treatment. The most accepted hypothesis is that Mg could be useful in protecting myocardial cells against doxorubicin induced injury, and it is possible that the cell requirement of Mg increases during the administration of doxorubicin, to counterbalance the toxic effects of the drugs In general, some chemical elements describe different behavior on the cytoplasm and on the nuclei. Some studies in the literature showed that Magnesium is the fourth most abundant cation in the human body and the second most abundant in the intracellular space. Na and Mg are associated with different problems in the cardiac tissue as relationship between hypomagnesemia and cardiovascular disease [43] [44] showing their importance to maintain the tissue healthy. Na intensities are lower in the nuclei when the tissue suffer chemo and radiotherapy treatment and when suffer only radiotherapy. For Mg the beahaviour is the opposite: there is an increase in intensity.
The average intensities of Na and Mg on the nuclei are higher than in the cytoplasm [45] [46] [47] (Figures 5-7) .
Another important element that was analysed in this study was Iron. It was observed an increase in iron uptake into the cardiomyocyte nuclei after radiotherapy and/or chemotherapy. In fact, iron is essential for a wide range of vital cellular functions such as oxygen transport, energy production, and cell division. But it is also known that excessive iron leads to generation of oxidative stress by increasing production of reactive oxygen species (ROS). Of the different organs, the heart is particularly vulnerable to iron toxicity [48] . All the cell types that constitute the heart may be susceptible to ROS-induced damage, including endothelial cells and the cardiomyocytes. Iron's toxicity within cells arises from its capacity to catalyse the production of ROS that cause lipid peroxidation and organelle damage, which leads to cell death and fibrosis and ultimately impaired systolic and diastolic function [49] [50] .
Previous studies analysed the association between iron overload and the cardiotoxicity induced by doxorubicin. It has been suggested that DOX induces an iron mediated increase in ROS, referred to as the "ROS and iron hypothesis". According to this hypothesis, in the presence of iron, DOX leads to futile redox cycling, inducing substantial ROS production and cellular damage [51] [52] [42] . Ichikawa et al. (2014) [53] show that the cardiotoxicity of DOX occurs through preferential accumulation of iron specifically in the mitochondria and that a reversal in mitochondrial iron accumulation alleviates the deleterious effects of DOX on the heart. As the precise mechanism of the cardiotoxicity induced by irradiation and TC treatment remains unclear, the iron uptake into cardiomyocyte nuclei observed in this present study can help to better understand those mechanisms.
Although the XRF images can be used to show the distribution of chemical elements, it's not possible to use those images to clearly interpret morphological and structural changes on the tissue, only to identify from intensities. Morphological and structural changes can however be identified by light microcopy. In Figure 2 in order to better visualize the cardiac tissue, the sections were stained allowing highlighting the cells' nuclei and the cytoplasm. In the Figure 2 (a) we could observe that the LV tissue was intact, the cells were organized, and no fibrosis was identified. This is corroborated by other studies that compare the cardiac tissue of healthy animals with the same tissue of animals treated with cardiotoxic drugs by clinical exams [31] .
Those are characteristcs of healthy cardiac tissue, as shown in the literature by echocardiography, electron microscopy, diffusion tensor (DT) and Magnetic Resonance (MR) images acquired ex vivo [54] [55] . Cardiotoxic agents causes alterations in this pattern, including disorganization of myofibrils and mitochondria, vacuolization of the cytoplasm, and degeneration of crista inside the mitochondria [56] that we could observe on the Figure 2 We can note that previous studies cited in this work did not use any image technique to obtain low-Z elemental and structural information about the health tissue although, it is important to know how some elements are distributed to study any problem on the cardiac tissue. Indeed LEXRF technique is also able to identify and locate the elements taking into account a semi-quantitative analysis and colocalization.
Conclusions
The present study shows an important technique to characterize the LV cardiac tissue, their elemental compounds and distribution. There are no previous studies in the literature using LEXRF images to study the cardiac tissue. The combination of X-ray imaging (absorption and phase contrast) with elemental semi-quantitative analysis has provided new insights into the biological events occurring at submicron scale.
Through light microscopy images, we observed some changes on the structure of cardiac tissue induced by irradiation and chemotherapy. Using LEXRF technique we obtained the distribution maps and an elemental analysis of low-Z elements present in the sample in a semi-quantitative way, localizing the structures that changed, all of this corroborated with light microscopy images. In this study, we focused on elements that play an important role in the cardiac function: Na, Mg and Fe. Those maps can help to better understand the mechanisms involved in the perfect functioning of the heart, identifying the elements and their intensities in the structure of the nucleus and cytoplasm. Those images taken together with light microscopy, X-ray absorption and phase contrast images, can satisfactorily characterize the cardiac tissue, from the structural and morphological points of view.
In this first study we showed that cardiovascular alterations are caused by different agents, like a simulated radiotherapy and chemotherapy causing important elemental alterations. For example, the LEXRF maps show a decrease in Na and Fe intensities, and an increase in the relative Mg intensity in comparison to control group. The disorganization of nuclei, fibers and some structures observed by light microscopy images corroborates with these elemental changes. The treatment for G2 group receiving chemotherapy + irradiation was shown more aggressive since Na reduces its intensity and Mg increases its intensities more than for G3 (group that received only radiotherapy) in comparison to G0 (control group) with a significative difference of p < 0.0001.
This work provides the possibility to know if there is an excess or a lack of some im-portant elements on the tissues and helps to localize some changes through the maps obtained by LEXRF. It opens a new point of view to do a control of these elements for a good functioning of the heart. This control can avoid cardiac diseases, infarct and other problems that can be fatal immediately or in a long term. It is important to know that all elements analyzed in this work are low-Z elements which are essential to a healthy heart tissue. The results showed a high sensibility and precision and can open new insights to the Physics and to the Biology.
